And don’t keep this ratio a secret.
If skeptical learners see that you
are taking two hours a month off of
their plates only to request one back,
you can use their gratitude toward the
success of your new training program.
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D

espite the hectic pace
of modern work, many
organizations
take
an
additive approach to learning
initiatives. Participants are expected to
develop new skills while also keeping up with their many
day-to-day responsibilities.
How can employees, whose plates are already overflowing
into evenings and weekends, greet a new training program or
initiative with enthusiasm?

ers can let go of—even just for a little
1. Clear the Table
Examine programs you’ve delivered while. Prime candidates might be a
to this audience of employees in the monthly meeting or a report that propast five years. Lay out a mental map vides little tactical value.
In your launch communications,
of all the threads of these programs
show your target audience
that are still taking learners’
that you respect their curtime or mental energy.
rent workload, and you’ve
Retire practices that are no
Show your
freed up space for learning.
longer critical to your success and may only be hanging target audience
around due to inertia.
that you respect 3. Take Less Than
their current You Give
2. Find Sacrificial
workload, and Make it your goal to eliminate more time than your
Lambs
you’ve freed training program will conNext, if your course takes an
up space for sume. Do the rough math of
hour a week, take the time to
learning.
what your reductive work
think of where learners will
will save versus what your
find the time in their schedule.
initiative will consume for
Instead of viewing learning as
learners.
an additive, it’s good to think
Be generous in your timeframes bereductively first.
Working together with your leader- cause tasks often take longer than expectship team, find something the learn- ed when lifted from the paper into action.
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4. Create Feedback
Loops
In a new initiative, it’s important to
have an ear to the ground to be able
to make the necessary course correction. Make sure learners are
given the time and opportunity
to share their feedback and ideas
with you about how the program
could support them more.
Don’t assume that
folks will go out of
their way to give you
these thoughts; they
If skeptical
really are too busy.
Build the feedback learners see
space into your in- that you are
structional design, taking two hours
so it’s an integral part
a month off
of the process.
of
their plates
Finally, take time
before your teaching only to request
to create space. In so
one back,
doing, you maximize
you can use
traction and you pre- their gratitude
solve some of your
toward the
learner engagement
issues. Best of all, you success of your
set learners up for the new training
program.
things we all hope for:
self-generating enthusiasm that yields
successful and sustainable outcomes.
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